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Abstract
Knowledge intensive engineering aims at flexible applications of a variety of product life cycle knowledge, such as design, manufacturing,
operations, maintenance, and recycling. Many engineering domain theories are organized and embedded within CAD and CAE tools and
engineering activities can be formalized as modeling operations to them. Since most of domain theories deal with the physical world and can
be associated with physical concepts, a physical concept ontology can form a common ontology to integrate engineering models that are
formed based on domain theories. This paper reports a physical ontology-based support system for knowledge intensive engineering called
Knowledge Intensive Engineering Framework (KIEF) to integrate multiple engineering models and to allow more flexible use of them. First,
the paper describes the physical ontology as the core of KIEF and an ontology-based reasoning system, called a pluggable metamodel
mechanism, to integrate and maintain relationships among these models. The pluggable metamodel mechanism uses a metamodel that
represents the designer’s mental model about a design object as a concept network model. The designer builds and decomposes a functional
hierarchy from functional specifications with an FBS (Function-Behavior-State) modeler. He/She then maps the functional hierarchy into a
metamodel using physical features that are building blocks for conceptual design. Then, the pluggable metamodel mechanism enriches the
information contained in the metamodel by using causal dependency knowledge about the physical world and by building and analyzing
various engineering models. We demonstrate the power of KIEF by illustrating a design case performed on KIEF.
q 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
Keywords: Ontology; Engineering knowledge; Theory integration; Model integration; Design object modeling

1. Introduction
In modern engineering processes, design models play
crucial roles for designing and evaluating design solutions
Designers now actually use various design modeling
systems such as 3D-CAD and Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) systems in a repetitive loop. These models represent
the same design object and they are not independent of each
other; for example, mesh data for FEA is closely related to
shape data of a solid model. To manage consistency among
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these models, to easily transfer data from one system to
another, and to propagate changes in one system to another,
we need an integrated design support environment.
A number of research efforts have been made to integrate
multiple design object models, beginning with support for
data exchange. Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
(IGES) [1] is a typical example of this standard mainly for
2D drawing layout and supports only format level data
exchange. The next level was the concept of product model
[2] that is now commonly used for model management
across a variety of applications. Standard for the Exchange
of Product model data (STEP) [3] defines a standard of
product models. In the 1990s, Computer Aided Engineering
(CAE) tools were integrated as extension modules into
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the geometry-based CAD system, for example, CATIA [4]
and Pro/Engineer [5]. However, this was rather one-to-one
connection between a specific pair of CAD and CAE and
was by no means a universal integration mechanism. One
reason for this problem is the fact there is no truly
multipurpose universal product model.
Integration of multiple engineering object models has
two levels, viz. integration at data level and integration at
knowledge level. The former is correspondence of data
stored in various engineering object models, which comes
from the fact that these models represent the same design
object. With this, we can achieve consistency management
and propagation of changes in data values among multiple
engineering object models.
The latter results from deeper consideration about what
those models are based on. An engineering object model
focuses on a particular class of physical phenomenon and it
does represent any other phenomena. Because there is a
particular branch of physics (a background theory or a
domain theory) behind the phenomenon of interest, the
knowledge level description should be concerned with
terminology and concepts that this domain theory contains,
including such concepts as physical causal relationships and
conceptual dependencies. A design modeling system
embeds such a background theory and a design object
model described in this system can be associated with
concepts.
Handling and integrating engineering object models at
this knowledge level have advantages over the data level
integration. First, we can achieve true inter-operability of
different engineering object models. Even if there is no
direct correspondence between two models, the system
might be able to reason out correspondence or conversion
from one model to another using knowledge about domain
theories. Second, it becomes possible to support designers in
building, modifying, and using models at high intelligent
level. These advantages are maximized by having an
ontology-based reasoning. Understanding relationships
among these models at the conceptual level will result
from a clear ontological structure of engineering
knowledge.
In this paper, we propose a physical concept ontology to
build a large-scale engineering knowledge base as a kernel
of the Knowledge Intensive Engineering Framework
(KIEF) to support knowledge-intensive engineering [6].
Knowledge-intensive engineering is a new way to conduct a
variety of engineering activities, including design, manufacturing, operation, maintenance, and recycling, in which
knowledge accumulated in different engineering modeling
systems is used in a flexible and integrated manner. KIEF
can represent and manage relationships among knowledge
for particular design cases. This information is useful to find
out relationships among knowledge from multiple domains,
such as dynamics and electricity in a mechatronics design
case and to achieve multiple model integration at knowledge level. While our earlier reports [7–9] cover many other

aspects of KIEF, the basis of the engineering ontology used
in the framework has not been previously presented.
Explicating the physical concept ontology is thus the main
theme of this paper.
The rest of this paper is divided into five sections.
Section 2 proposes a layered knowledge structure to
integrate multiple domain theories, which was established
in our past continuous effort to develop such a physical
concept ontology aiming at knowledge level integration. In
Section 3, the physical concept ontology and methodology
to integrate domain theories by using this ontology are
described. Section 4 illustrates a prototype system of KIEF
with an example. Section 5 compares our approach with
related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Engineering knowledge
2.1. Formalization of engineering activities
In engineering activities, engineers are faced with
various problems for which they need to access to a wide
variety of engineering knowledge To support this activity,
in KIEF we organize knowledge in the form of domain
theories (such as ‘electronics’ and ‘dynamics’) Based on
domain theories, we have also developed computational
support tools, such as CAD and CAE (we call these tools as
design modeling systems in this paper) to be used in the
engineering process.
However, since each domain theory has its own
terminology and concepts, communication among experts
in different domains is often difficult if not impossible.
There is also a tendency to describe a theory precisely with a
specific representation scheme for this particular theory,
avoiding the use of a general scheme, which makes
communication makes even more difficult. For example,
structural analysis of a mechanical component with a
complicated shape is carried out with Finite Element
Method (FEM) that is based on domain theory ‘strength
of material’. Similarly, the control model of a mechanical
system is based on domain theory ‘control engineering’.
Unfortunately, between these two, there is hardly any
common concept except for force and stiffness. The
necessary transportation of data, from a geometric modeling
system to FEM and to the control simulation system, is
difficult if we do not have deep understanding about these
two theories and we only have data level integration.
Our aim is to build a general framework to integrate
multiple design object models not only at the data
integration level but also at the knowledge level of domain
theories. The knowledge level integration will allow
integrated use of multiple design modeling systems. Since
each design modeling system is associated with a domain
theory that defines terminology and concepts, relationships
among systems are maintained by using these terminology
and concepts.
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Fig. 1. The model of engineering knowledge structure.

From the viewpoint of information processing, engineering activities can be formalized as model operations
within design modeling systems. As long as the designer is
interested only in computation results, usually it is not
required to have deep understanding about the domain
theory embedded inside the modeling system. However, for
instance, once there is a trade-off problem over results of
different CAE systems, a designer should understand
relationships among the models represented by these CAE
systems. For this purpose, integration at the data level is
insufficient, because this will boil down to understanding of
relationships among their domain theories, such as physical
causality relationships.
2.2. Structure of engineering knowledge
Our model of engineering knowledge structure was
established through our past continuous research efforts.
Interested readers should refer to [7,9,10,11]. This model
assumes a layered structure depicted in Fig. 1.
The lowest layer describes the syntax to represent the
knowledge. The upper layers describe semantics of
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the knowledge and both of the knowledge level integration
and the data level integration take place here. These layers
are divided into three sub-layers.
The first basic ontology layer provides the common
vocabulary (or terminology) to represent fundamental
physical concepts. These concepts have relationships
among them such as causality and super-sub hierarchy.
The concepts included in this basic ontology layer are used
to represent relationships among design modeling systems.
The data level integration is based on data correspondence of the same data in different design modeling systems.
To do this, a conceptual model of the design object is built at
this basic ontology layer. This conceptual model is called a
‘metamodel’ [10,12] and represents the design object as a
network of concepts.
The second middle layer contains knowledge about
modeling systems and model building knowledge to
describe, e.g. how to use each of these modeling systems,
including input and output conditions of these systems. We
call this sort of knowledge ‘modeling knowledge.’ The third
upper layer describes modeling system specific knowledge
that is embedded in each modeling system [7].
The basic principle of the metamodel concept is
explained here. Fig. 2 shows the relationship among
different design models for the analysis of the deformation
of a ‘Beam’ that is used for the head design of a magnetic
hard disk. The top level, domain theory level, is a set of
design modeling systems that embed background level
knowledge. The bottom half of Fig. 2 shows the metamodel
of this design object with the vocabulary defined in the basic
ontology. Then, modeling knowledge is used to define
relationships between concepts in the metamodel and those
in a design modeling system. For instance, the metamodel

Fig. 2. Relationships between concepts used in different models.
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represents such a statement as ‘Beam’ is ‘connected’ to
‘head.’
An example of modeling knowledge is a list of concepts
that can be handled with a design modeling system, together
with how to translate data in the metamodel into data for the
design modeling system. In this case, a solid model deals
with concepts ‘Solid’, ‘Length’, and ‘Volume’, shown by
dotted line nodes in the metamodel. A deformation analysis
model deals with concepts ‘Length’ and ‘Force’, depicted
by gray-colored nodes.
Through the metamodel, we can find out relationships
among attributes in the solid model and those in the
deformation analysis model. The relationships among
attributes in these two models include direct ones, such
as relationships between ‘Length’ in the solid model and
‘Length’ in the deformation analysis, and indirect ones,
such as relationships between ‘Volume’ of ‘Head’ in the
solid model and ‘TransmittedForce’ in the deformation
analysis model. The latter requires additional knowledge
such as ‘equilibrium of force’ and ‘mass equals volume
multiplied by density’. This indirect correspondence is
more flexible and useful than direct ones. To do this, we
need a physical phenomenon model that deals with the
causal relationships about force. In addition, since
the value of ‘TransmittedForce’ may change when the
designer modifies the shape of ‘Head,’ it is necessary to
build a dependency network among these data.
The metamodel realizes both direct and indirect data
correspondences for data level integration through this
mechanism. It also realizes knowledge level integration
using the basic ontology and modeling knowledge,
resulting in more flexible model management. For
example, through direct correspondences among concepts, the metamodel tells us that data for ‘Length’ in the
solid model and data for ‘Length’ in the deformation
analysis model should be same. It also reasons out that
data for ‘TransmittedForce’ in the deformation analysis is
calculated from data for ‘Volume’ in the solid model by
using knowledge about force. In this way, knowledge
about physical causal dependency allows a more flexible
use of different domain theories.

3. Layered knowledge structure for the knowledge
intensive engineering framework (KIEF)
3.1. Engineering activities supported by KIEF
KIEF is a framework to integrate design modeling
systems that has embedded knowledge about domain
theories. KIEF also maintains consistency among integrated
design object models. As we discussed in the previous
section, KIEF uses physical concept ontology, modeling
knowledge, and the metamodel for this integration.
This section illustrates engineering activities with KIEF
and discusses types of knowledge that are required for

KIEF. The following is an outline of a design process with
KIEF.
(1) Construction of an initial metamodel
First, an initial metamodel must be built with, for
example, a function modeling system such as FBS
(Function-Behavior-State) modeling [13]. This initial
metamodel should have basic information about the
design object, such as its conceptual structure and
preliminary layout (topological connection), but not
necessarily attribute information, such as shape, at this
stage.
(2) Enrich metamodel information
The initial metamodel does not necessarily contain
sufficient information about the design object for further
processes. We need enrich information of the metamodel with such knowledge as causality knowledge to
reason out feasible physical phenomena that may occur
to the design object.
(3) Synthesis and analysis based on design modeling
systems
We evaluate design solutions using different design
modeling systems. In so doing, KIEF assists the
modeling process by using input and output information
about design modeling systems and maintains the
consistency among different design object models.
The first two activities are operations in the basic
ontology layer in Fig. 1. The third step uses the knowledge
in modeling systems in Fig. 1 through modeling operations
(operations to modeling systems). To control modeling
processes (such as model building, model evaluation, etc.),
the modeling knowledge in Fig. 1 is used. Modeling
knowledge corresponding to a modeling system typically
contains concepts necessary to build a model used as an
input for this system and concepts to be obtained as a result
of modeling (or computation).
The following is the summary of the knowledge of KIEF
and will be explained in detail in the subsequent sections.
† Basic vocabulary
Physical concept ontology: This ontology is the basic
ontology for representing a design object model
(Section 3.2).
Physical feature: Physical feature library serves as a
mechanism library containing building blocks for
building a metamodel and to find a causal relationship
among entities to check whether or not some physical
phenomena may occur to the design object
(Section 3.3).
† Modeling knowledge
Knowledge about a modeling system: This knowledge
describes input and output information of the modeling system (Section 3.4.1).
Model building knowledge: This knowledge supports
the construction of a design object model in
the modeling system. In this paper, we introduce
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model library as an example of this kind of knowledge
(Section 3.4.4).

3.2. Physical concept ontology
Integrating multiple design object models means knowledge level integration of domain theories, which requires
explicit representation of physical phenomena. To do so, the
physical concept ontology is introduced. This is the most
fundamental knowledge component in the basic ontology
layer and is stored in a knowledge base called ‘concept
base’.
The concept base includes the following five conceptual
categories.
Entity:

An entity represents an atomic
physical object.
Relation:
A relation represents a relationship
among entities to denote a static
structure.
Attribute:
An attribute is a concept attached to
an entity and takes a value to
indicate the state of the entity.
Physical phenomenon: A physical phenomenon designates
physical laws or rules that govern
behaviors.
Physical law:
A physical law represents a simple
relationship among attributes.
Each domain theory has its own concept system and the
details of its concept definitions may be different. For
example, the dynamics theory requires a simple description
of entity; i.e. an entity in terms of mass and inertia. The theory
for gear motion analysis requires specific concept categories
to represent different types of gears. The theory for electric
circuit requires totally different concept categories, such as
conductor, resistance, capacitance, and inductance. The
concept base organizes these concepts in an abstractconcrete class hierarchy with multiple inheritances; i.e. we
can define multiple abstract super class concepts for one
concept. This ontological structure allows various domain
theories to share these concepts, while specialized concepts
can be incorporated without difficulties into the concept base.
In the following, each conceptual category is explained.
Formal definitions of these concepts are given in Appendix A.
3.2.1. Entity
An entity represents an atomic physical object In order to
describe the abstractconcrete relationship among concepts,
we define an entity concept with its “name” and “supers”
that is for defining abstract concepts of a defined one. The
concept “Entity” is the most abstract concept in this
category. An example of an entity is as follows.
Name: Gear(?e)
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Supers: MechanicalParts(?e),Mass(?e)

3.2.2. Relation
A relation represents a relationship among entities to
denote static structure. We define a relation concept with its
“name” and “supers” as the entity concept. The concept
“Relation” is the most abstract concept in this category.
In addition to these two slots, we need to define a relation
with references to entities. We use “HasRelations” slot and
“HasRelation” predicate for this purpose. The first term of
the HasRelation atom is the name of the defined relation and
other terms are the reference names of the entities.
Therefore, HasRelation term that is used to define the
relationships among n entities has nC1 terms. This
definition is also used for explaining whether this concept
is directional (e.g. “on”) or not (e.g. “connect”). If a relation
concept is directional, we describe one predicate logic atom
(e.g. HasRelation(on, upper, lower)). If it is not directional,
we describe two or more predicate logic atoms to represent
equivalent relations (e.g. HasRelation(connect, object1,
object2), HasRelation(connect, object2, object1)).
Name:
Meshed(?meshed)
Supers:
Relation(?meshed)
HasRelations: HasRelation(?meshed, ?gear1, ?gear2), HasRelation(?meshed, ?gear2, ?gear1)

3.2.3. Attribute
An attribute is a concept attached to an entity and takes a
value to indicate the state of the entity We define an attribute
concept with its “name” and “supers.” The concept
“Attribute” is the most abstract concept in this category.
In addition to these two definitions, we use “Statements”
to describe additional information. Statements includes
dimension of the attribute and definitional relation with
other attributes (e.g. acceleration is a time differential of
velocity).
Name:
Acceleration(?a)
Supers:
Attribute(?a)
Statements: DifferentialOf(?a, Velocity, Time), UnitOf(?a,
^ DimensionOf(?a, (L M T I Temp), (1
?, ’m/s2’),
0–2 0 0))

3.2.4. Physical phenomenon
A physical phenomenon designates physical laws
that govern behaviors We define a physical phenomenon
concept with its “name” and “supers.” The concept
“PhysicalPhenomenon” is the most abstracted concept
in this category and all concepts should be a concrete
concept of it.
In many cases, a physical phenomenon represents
relationships among attributes of entities. “Entities”
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and “Attributes” define related entities and attributes of the
defined phenomenon. For a complicated physical phenomenon that is difficult to represent as a relationship among
attributes, we can define it by using only “Entities”
information. “Statements” describe the relationships
among entities, attributes, and the phenomenon.
In this slot, “OccurTo” predicate describes the
relationship between the phenomenon and related entities.
“HasAttribute” predicate describes the relationship among
related attributes and related entities.
In order to represent complicated phenomena affected by
multiple physical laws, we divide the definition of physical
phenomenon and physical law, such as Newton’s law.
“PhysicalLaws” is used to describe related physical laws.
Name:
Supers:
Attributes:

LinearMotion(?p)
Motion(?r)
Force(?f), Mass(?m), Position(?pos), Acceleration(?acc), Velocity(?vel)
Entities:
Mass(?object)
PhysicalLaws: SecondLawOfNewtonLaws(?f, ?m, ?acc)
Statements:
OccurTo(?p, ?object), HasAttribute(?f,
?object), HasAttribute(?m, ?object), HasAttribute(?pos, ?object), HasAttribute(?acc,
?object), HasAttribute(?vel, ?object)

3.2.5. Physical law
A physical law represents a simple relationship among
attributes “Name” and “Attributes” define the name and
related attributes of the defined physical law, respectively.
“Expression” defines the relationship among attributes by
using mathematical equation.
Name:
SecondLawOfNewtonsLaw
Attributes: f_Force, m_Mass, a_Acceleration
Expression: Sigma(f)Zm*a

3.3. Building a metamodel
In KIEF, a metamodel represents a design object as a
network of concepts At the beginning of an engineering
process (such as design), an initial metamodel will be built.
This is done in the following manner. First, a designer picks
up physical concepts relevant to the design object from the
concept base and instantiates them. A metamodel is built as
a network of these instantiated physical concepts. However,
building a metamodel from scratch is not an easy task, as
this metamodel quickly gets complicated. It is better to
prepare building blocks for physical entities and physical
causality knowledge that finds causal relationships among
entities.
For this purpose, the “physical feature” library serves as
a mechanism library containing building blocks to build a
metamodel. Just like geometric features [14] used as

Fig. 3. Example of a physical feature.

building blocks to define mechanical components in a
geometric CAD system, physical features make it easier to
define complicated design objects that involve physical
phenomena. A physical feature is a network of concepts that
includes a set of physical phenomena and conditions (such
as existence of entities and related physical phenomena) for
invoking the phenomena.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a physical feature that
represents a mechanical configuration consisting of a gear
and worm gear pair for rotational power transmission,
together with related physical phenomena. All nodes are
instances of concepts in the concept base (the class name
and instance name are described in each node in Fig. 3).
Rectangular nodes represent entities and rounded rectangular nodes correspond to relations. Oval nodes represent
physical phenomena. Non-directed links from physical
phenomena and relations correspond to reference from
each concept (e.g. relation ‘Meshed’ requires two entities
and ‘WormGear’ and ‘Gear’ are reference objects). Directed
gray links between physical phenomena are causal relationship links.
The designer can built an initial metamodel by explicitly
combining physical features. However, this initial model
may not contain sufficient information for subsequent
processes to, for example, evaluate performance with a
design modeling system, because this design object may
invoke physical phenomena besides those that can be
derived from the information included in the physical
features explicitly selected by the designer. In other words,
there could be unintended physical phenomena. Therefore, a
reasoning mechanism must detect these unintended physical
phenomena by checking hidden or implicit causal
relationships.
The metamodel system reported in [12] had a mechanism
to do so based on Qualitative Process Theory (QPT)
[15]. However, in this old metamodel system, the description of physical phenomena lacked generality. For example,
a physical phenomenon ‘RotationalTransmission’ that
may occur to different types of mechanisms had to
be
defined
individually
for
these
different
mechanism such as ‘RotationalTransmissionByGearPair,’
and ‘RotationalTransmissionByPulley,’ and they were all
recognized differently.
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KIEF solved this problem by improving the standard
QPT based reasoning in the following two points. First, the
occurrence of a physical phenomenon is checked by the
prerequisites of physical features, rather than the prerequisites of the physical phenomenon. KIEF uses the conditional
information of a physical feature (instead of a physical
phenomenon) as a prerequisite to check the occurrences of a
physical phenomena described in the feature.
Second, KIEF makes maximum use of the abstractconcrete hierarchy of concepts stored in the concept base in
checking the occurrence of physical phenomena. This is
conducted by graph matching between the metamodel and
the prerequisites part of a physical feature. Every node in
these two networks belongs to an abstract-concrete
hierarchy, so for instance a physical phenomenon that can
happen to a class of entities may happen to entities
belonging to its subclass.
A physical phenomenon sometimes requires another
physical phenomena to get invoked. For instance, for
‘RotationalTransmission5’ and ‘Rotation6’ of the gear in
Fig. 3) to happen, the worm gear must be rotated (by an
external means) and ‘Rotation4’ should take place. In other
words, ‘Rotation6’ occurs, if and only if ‘Rotaion4’
happens, while within this physical feature itself there is
nothing actually invoke ‘Rotaion4.’ This means we need to
classify related physical phenomenon into two types. One is
physical phenomena that are invoked as a consequence of
this physical feature (e.g. ‘RotationalTransmission5’ and
‘Rotation6’ in Fig. 3). The other type is phenomena that are
necessary to check their conditions to see if this physical
feature can happen (e.g. ‘Rotation4’ in Fig. 3). By using
classification, we can treat a physical feature as knowledge
to check whether physical phenomena may occur or not.
Prerequisites: Conditions about entities and relations,
and physical phenomena that are used to check their
conditions. Needed to see if this physical feature happens
or not.
Consequence: Physical phenomena that are invoked by
this physical feature.

3.4. Handling domain theories
3.4.1. Knowledge about a modeling system
As discussed in Section 2.2, we use design modeling
systems as sources for domain theories To utilize domain
theories that are embedded in design modeling systems such
as CAE, we need modeling knowledge that is used for filling
the gap between the concepts used in the metamodel and
knowledge in each modeling system (hatched area in
Fig. 1). We have already proposed the concept of
“pluggable metamodel mechanism [9] to connect a design
modeling system to KIEF.
The pluggable metamodel mechanism uses “Knowledge
about a Modeling system” to integrate design modeling
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systems and to support building a design object model. To
connect a design modeling system, information about its
inputs and outputs is necessary. To support modeling
processes, knowledge for selecting related concepts from a
metamodel and knowledge about data exchange methods
are necessary. Therefore, knowledge about a modeling
system has the following four slots using concepts from the
concept base.
† Available concepts
This list contains concepts that are used for constructing
a model for this design modeling system (input concepts
of the design modeling system).
† Computable concepts
This list contains concepts that can be computed by using
the knowledge embedded in this design modeling system
(output concepts of the design modeling system).
† Related concepts
Concepts in this list are used to select related concepts
from a metamodel. Each concept in this list should be an
abstract concept of one or more concepts in the available
concepts.
† Data exchange method
This description is used to obtain data in a specific format
from this design modeling systems.
Table 1 is an example of a description about a beam
modeling system. ‘Force’ is an abstract (super) concept of
‘ConcentratedForce’, and ‘DistributedForce.’ By using the
related concept information, KIEF selects any force that is
an instance of concepts whose abstract class is ‘Force’; e.g.
‘GravityForce’ and ‘TransmittedForce.’ Since a model in
the beam modeling system should be described with
available concepts, any forces that are used to make a
model should be categorized into ‘ConcentratedForce’ or
‘DistributedForce.’
3.4.2. Integrating a design modeling systems into KIEF
The pluggable metamodel mechanism supports building
a design object model to be used for a particular design
modeling system, obtaining information from the metamodel of the design object In addition, the pluggable
metamodel mechanism stores and manages the computation
result to share it with other design modeling systems.
Table 1
Knowledge about a beam modeling system (Example)
Name of the slot

Contents

Available concepts

Beam, HingedSupport, ConcentratedForce,
DistributedForce, etc
ShearingForceDiagram, BendingMomentDiagram
Entity, Relation, Force method
Length of beam is calculated by using 2D
shape or solid model

Computable concepts
Related concepts
Data exchange
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(1) Support building a design object model (i.e. input to a
design modeling system)
(a) Build an “aspect model.”
An aspect model is a subset of a metamodel, which
represents a design object model for a design
modeling system in the concept network level. To
build an aspect model, related concepts are used to
select candidate concepts. Then, available concepts
are used to actually build an aspect model.
(b) Build a design object model for a design modeling
system.
After building an aspect model, the pluggable
metamodel mechanism collects information to
build a design object model for the design modeling
system, which is more concrete than the aspect
model. A data exchange method is used to obtain
information from other design modeling systems. If
there is no information about the required concepts,
the pluggable metamodel mechanism tries to search
other design modeling systems that can compute
required information by looking up information
about computable concepts. In addition, KIEF also
allows a more flexible method to build a design
object model in a design modeling system by
combining model fragments, when a domain theory
is well organized enough to represent each knowledge fragment as a model fragment that corresponds to available concepts. For example, to use a
behavior simulation system based on analytical
equations, a model fragment corresponds to one or
more equations that represent a particular physical
law or phenomenon. KIEF collects these equations
and generates a set of equations to be solved by the
design modeling system.
(2) Store and manage the results (i.e. output from a design
modeling system)
(a) Use knowledge in a design modeling system.
The design modeling system generates (computes)
new information about a design object by using its
embedded knowledge. Computational results are
exported to the pluggable metamodel mechanism.
In order to maintain relationships between the input
information and the computed output information,
the pluggable metamodel mechanism creates
dependency relationships between the input concepts and computed concepts.
By using these dependency relationships, the pluggable
metamodel mechanism maintains consistency of the
metamodel; e.g. when information in the metamodel is
modified, the pluggable metamodel mechanism detects the
information that has to be recomputed.
Fig. 4 shows an example of a modeling process with
the pluggable metamodel mechanism. Nodes and links
used in Fig. 3 (e.g. rectangular nodes and non-directed
links) have the same meaning. Dotted oval nodes

represent attributes and directed gray links between
attributes are derivation relationship links.
First, the concepts described in the related concepts are
selected as candidates to build an aspect model. For a beam
model case, all entities, all relations, and ‘GravityForce7’
are selected as candidates. After that, the designer builds an
aspect model by using the concepts described in the
available concepts; i.e. the designer should choose related
concepts in the metamodel to be included in the beam
model and relate each chosen concept to an available
concept. For example, in order to analyze deformation of
the shaft, ‘Shaft2’ is mapped to ‘Beam’ concept. We use
tentative concept category ‘Shaft&Beam’ that is a concrete
concept of ‘Shaft’ and ‘Beam’ for representing this
mapping.
Second, the pluggable metamodel mechanism collects
information to build a design object model for the beam
analysis system. In this case, ‘Solid8’ is used for calculating
the information of ‘Beam.’ Therefore, the pluggable
metamodel mechanism creates a dependency relationship
between ‘Solid8’ and ‘ShearingForceDiagram9’ that is
calculated by the beam analysis system.
Based on this modeling process, we can use each design
modeling system as a compartmentalized knowledge base
system and maintain the consistency based on derivation
relationships by using the pluggable metamodel
mechanism.
3.4.3. Exchanging data among design modeling systems
To define a data exchange method for design modeling
system requires to define a standard method to access data in
design modeling systems. Since there can be different kinds
of representation methods (data structure) for each attribute
(e.g. solid, face, force, etc.), KIEF should be able to handle
the differences in representation.
To absorb different data structures, we should define a
standard data structure for each attribute. However, some
attributes, which have a complex data structure, are difficult
to have these standard definitions (e.g. solid and free form
surface). Therefore, we define the standard in two ways.
† Standard access methods to obtain data
For some attributes that have complex data structure,
instead of defining the data structure itself, we define
standard access methods to extract related attributes (e.g.
obtaining attribute information of a vertex from the
information of a solid). This task can be made easier if
we use a product data model such as STEP.
† Standard data structure
For other attributes that have simple data structures, such
as vertex, we define standard data structures.
By using these standard access methods, the pluggable
metamodel mechanism can obtain and exchange data
between plugged-in design modeling systems.
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Fig. 4. Example of modeling process by using the pluggable metamodel mechanism.

3.4.4. Model construction support with a model library
When a domain theory is well organized enough, we can
support modeling processes more flexibly by defining
a model fragment that can serve as a building block to
build a design object model for the concerned design
modeling system. Model library stores model fragments for
different design modeling systems. These model fragments
correspond to concepts defined in the concept base. Model
library directly corresponds to ‘Knowledge in modeling
systems’ in Fig. 1.
When the user tries to build a model in a design modeling
system that has model library, the pluggable metamodel
mechanism collects corresponding model fragments from
the model library and assembles these fragments into a
model for the system.
Below, we describe some examples of the model library.
† Numerical equation model library
We can define a symbolic equation for each physical law.

For instance, to simulate behavior of a design object, the
pluggable metamodel mechanism collects related physical laws by using physical phenomenon information in
the metamodel. Then, the system collects attributes and
builds equations by using these numerical equation
model fragments.
However, when there are many physical phenomena to
take into account, a large number of equations are
collected. In such a case, it is difficult to solve all
collected numerical equations and a user may need to
simplify the model to obtain approximate results. In
order to support such modeling operations, more
information and knowledge would be necessary to
generate an appropriate engineering model for particular
situation [7].
† Qualitative process theory model library
We also define qualitative parameter relationships
between attributes of physical phenomena and physical
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Table 2
Knowledge in the concept base
Physical concepts

Number

Entities
Relations
Physical phenomena
Attributes
Physical laws

800
150
500
600
300

laws. To simulate behavior of a design object qualitatively, the pluggable metamodel mechanism collects
related physical phenomena and physical laws from the
metamodel. Then, the system generates a qualitative
parameter network model. Behavior simulation is
conducted by a qualitative physics reasoning system
[12] based on QPT [15].

4. Applications based on physical concept ontology
Based on the discussion in previous section, we collected
concepts in the concept base and Table 2 shows numbers of
concepts already stored in a concept base. We employ two
approaches to construct this knowledge base.
Library based approach: We collect concepts based on a
textbook; e.g. we use [16] for physical law definition.
Example based approach: We also collect concepts base
on the analysis on particular design examples.
These numbers of concepts are not enough to handle
wide varieties of engineering problems at this moment.
However, we think this knowledge is enough to evaluate
KIEF through example design problems.
In this section, we illustrate applications of KIEF to
demonstrate the power of the proposed ontology. We first
review the Qualitative Process based Abduction System
(QPAS)1 [20,21], which generates design solution candidates from state transition information. We discuss that the
proposed layered structure ontological knowledge is indeed
useful to develop such a system. Then, we describe an
implementation of a design support system on KIEF.
4.1. Qualitative process based abduction system
A Qualitative Process based Abduction System (QPAS)
is a reasoning system to propose candidate design solutions
from a series of qualitative state transitions [21]. QPAS
originally used the knowledge base of a metamodel system
[12] based on Qualitative Process Theory (QPT) [15]. QPT
is a process centered qualitative reasoning theory and is
more universal than confluence based qualitative reasoning
theories [22]. As we discussed in 3.3, this system had
1
In design research community, many researchers regard a candidate
solution generation process as abduction (hypothetical reasoning) [17–19].

a flexibility problem in knowledge representation. Therefore, we modified QPAS to fit the concept base. Since QPAS
uses QPT Model Library, we first briefly review this library.
4.1.1. Qualitative process theory model library
The QPT model library has model fragments that are
defined below. Each model fragment in QPT corresponds to
a physical law or physical phenomenon. This fragment has
the following three slots.
Name: Name represents a corresponding physical
phenomenon or physical law.
Attributes: Attributes that are used to represent state
transitions. Since QPT only deals with attributes that may
change during simulation, a subset of attributes is
selected from the definition of a corresponding physical
law or physical phenomenon.
Expression: “Expression” represents parameter relationships between two attributes with the following two
qualitative relationships.
† “Quantity relation”(QC, QK) represents a proportional relationship between two attributes. QC
means that, if either of the parameters increases, the
other parameter will also increase. QK means that, if
either of the parameters increases, the other parameter
will decrease.
† “Influence relation”(IC, IK) represents a qualitative
differential relationship. The first parameter is the
target and the second parameter is the condition that
decides whether the target parameter will increase or
decrease. IC means that the target parameter
increases if the second parameter is positive and
that target one decreases if the second one is negative.
IK is vice versa.
Below is an example of a QPT model library that
corresponds to a physical law described in Section 3.2.5.
Name:
SecondLawOfNewtonsLaw
Attributes: f_Force, a_Acceleration
Expression: f QCa

4.1.2. Algorithm of QPAS
QPAS uses the QPT library, attribute and physical
phenomenon of the concept base and the physical feature
library to generate candidate design solutions from a given
state transition We here illustrate the algorithm of QPAS
through an example of designing shaft rotation mechanism
(Fig. 5).
First, the designer inputs a state transition table as an
initial requirement. We use one or more entities that play an
important role to define its behavior and their parameters to
define this state transition. We call these parameters
‘functional parameters’. In QPT, a parameter is defined
with qualitative values which consist of ‘landmarks’
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Fig. 5. Example of QPAS reasoning process.

and ‘interspaces’. A ‘landmarks’ represents characteristic
value of given parameters. For example, let us think about
temperature of water, ‘boiling point’ and ‘melting point’ are
landmark of temperature, and temperature below ‘melting
point’, temperature between ‘melting point’ and ‘boiling
point’, and temperature over ‘boiling point’ are interspaces
of it.
In this example, we use entity ‘Shaft’ and parameter
‘AngularVelocity’ is selected as its functional parameter.
The first state “Shaft AngularVelocityZ@zero” (“@zero”
represents angular velocity(u) is at a landmark uZ0) and
the second state “Shaft AngularVelocityZwplus”(ˆwplus¤
” represents angular velocity (u) is in an interspace u>0).
The top left part of Fig. 5 shows an example of state
transition.
From this transition table, QPAS finds out candidate
physical phenomena that may affect the functional parameters to achieve the designated state transition from the
QPT model library. In addition, attributes that have a time
differential relationship of function parameters are also
candidate functional parameters to find physical phenomena. We use the concept base to search candidate functional
parameters. In this example, since ‘AngularAcceleration’
has time differential of ‘AngularVelocity,’ ‘AngularAcceAngularAcceleration’ is selected as a candidate functional
parameter and physical law ‘Second law of Newton’s law’ is
selected to construct a candidate solution (top right part of
Fig. 5).
After finding out a candidate physical phenomenon
and/or physical law, QPAS searches a possible candidate

design structure by selecting physical features that include
the candidate physical phenomenon and/or physical law as
intended physical phenomena. Then, the designer selects
one physical feature from the candidates, and the system
constructs a solution candidate model by merging the
selected physical feature with entity information used in the
state transition table. In this example, since physical feature
‘motor’ has physical phenomenon ‘Rotation’ that associates
with ‘Second law of Newton’s law’ (middle part of Fig. 5),
“electrical motor” is selected as the candidate physical
feature. In this merging process, an entity that is used to
define a functional parameter is merged with an entity that
the selected physical phenomenon affects. In this example,
‘Shaft2’ are merged with entity ‘Shaft’ that is used to define
the functional parameter.
Since some physical phenomena require state changes of
other attributes to achieve the desired state transition, the state
transition table is updated by using attribute relationships. In
this example, ‘Torque’ of shaft should be ‘wplus’ to achieve
the desired state transition and this attribute becomes a
functional parameter. This physical feature selection process
reiterates until all functional parameters have appropriate
effects to achieve state transitions. In each selection process, a
selected physical feature is merged into the solution candidate
model. In this example, since physical feature ‘motor’ has
physical phenomenon ‘TorqueGeneration’ to achieve the
state transition of ‘Torque,’ no other physical feature is
selected for this process.
Finally, QPAS checks whether all physical features fulfill
the condition to invoke intended physical phenomena.
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When there is one or more physical feature(s) that do not
fulfill their condition, QPAS also searches physical features
that will fulfill their conditions and merge them into the
solution candidate model (bottom part of Fig. 5).
4.1.3. Discussion
In the improved QPAS that uses physical features instead
of physical phenomena, we integrate knowledge defined in
different knowledge structure layers (i.e. QPT model library,
attribute definitions in the concept base, and physical
features) for solving a design problem. This means that the
knowledge level integration actually is done at these three
different layers; i.e. the concept base and physical features in
the basic ontology layer, the knowledge about a modeling
system in the modeling knowledge layer, and the model
library and knowledge embedded in design modeling
systems in the knowledge in modeling systems layer.
In contrast, the previous QPAS used these types of
knowledge defined in one format. Since we have a less
number of attribute concepts and physical phenomena and
laws compared with the number of mechanism libraries, the
former two types of knowledge have more reusability than the
latter. In this layered knowledge structure, the new QPAS is
better than the previous one in terms of knowledge reusability.
4.2. A Design support system based on KIEF
4.2.1. Architecture
To demonstrate the usage of proposed physical concept
ontology, we implemented a design support system based on
KIEF. KIEF and the design support system were
implemented in VisualWorks2 \Smalltalk
Fig. 6 shows the architecture of KIEF. The concept base
provides ontological knowledge to represent a metamodel.
The pluggable metamodel mechanism integrates design
modeling systems by using the knowledge about modeling
systems described in Section 3.4. The interface of a
modeling system is used for exchanging data from a design
modeling system to the pluggable metamodel mechanism.
The current implementation of KIEF is connected to
seven external design modeling systems; i.e. a qualitative
physics reasoning system [12], ProEngineer3 (a solid
modeler and its FEM preprocessor), a 2D draw modeling
system, an FBS modeler, QPAS, a catalog-retrieving
system, and Mathematica4–based engineering analysis
systems (such as a surface tension analyzer described in
the example below).
4.2.2. Design process on KIEF
The design process on KIEF is explained as follows First,
the designer selects physical features and combines them to
2

VisualWorks is a registered trademark of Cincom Systems.
ProEngineer is a trademark of Parametric Technology Corporation.
4
Mathematica is a trademark of Wolfram Research Inc. and is a symbolic
processing mathematics system.
3

build an initial metamodel. We can use an FBS (FunctionBehavior-State) modeler [13] and QPAS to support this
process. In this implementation of KIEF, we do not deal
with aggregation relationships between entities (e.g. a
‘Gear’ is a part of a ‘GearBox’). Second, KIEF reasons
out physical phenomena that can possibly happen to this
design object, including both explicitly intended ones
described in the initial metamodel and unintended ones
not assumed in the metamodel. This is done based on the
knowledge about physical features that represent causal
relationships between the conditions of the design object
and physical phenomena. Finally, the designer analyzes the
design object by evaluating it with different design
modeling systems. KIEF assists the modeling process for
these modeling systems and maintains the consistency
among different design object models.
Fig. 7 shows operations of this design process. In this
figure, ‘Input’ and ‘Output’ represent the input and output of
each step. ‘Support’ shows which knowledge and reasoning
facilities are used in each step. ‘Operation’ is a list of
operations that should be done by the designer.
4.2.3. Example
Let us illustrate an example of design performed on
KIEF. The example, the development of a laser stereolithography method with an improved surface accuracy, is
based on a real design case conducted at a research
laboratory of the University of Tokyo. They tried several
approaches to improving the surface accuracy of laser
stereo-lithography. They could succeed to improve its
surface accuracy to G1.5 mm. The final design solution is
described in [23].
4.2.3.1 Construction of an initial metamodel. The
designer creates an initial metamodel with the FBS modeler
by decomposing functional specifications into detailed
subfunctions and by selecting corresponding physical
features to the decomposed subfunctions. Physical features
can also be suggested by QPAS. Fig. 8 depicts the initial
metamodel in this way.
4.2.3.2 Detection of unintended physical phenomena.
The upper part of Fig. 8 shows the functional structure, and
the lower part represents the structure of the design object
and physical phenomena occurring to it. The gray-colored
physical phenomenon nodes ‘Turbulence’, ‘PressurePressureChange’ and ‘TemperatureChange’ are detected
as unintended physical phenomena by KIEF. The designer
may find these unintended phenomena disturbing to achieve
desired behavior. For example, ‘Turbulence’ may affect the
shape of the hollow and becomes noise for the level of
‘Resin’ that is a liquid to solidify to form a
‘ProductOfRapidPrototyping.’
4.2.3.3 Synthesis and analysis based on design
modeling systems. KIEF can help the designer choose an
appropriate design modeling system to analyze the design
object. For instance, the designer wanted to analyze a
phenomenon ‘SurfaceTension.’ According to knowledge
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Fig. 6. Knowledge intensive engineering framework.

about modeling systems, KIEF suggested that a surface
tension analyzer could handle ‘SurfaceTension.’ The
model in Fig. 9 shows the aspect model that only uses
concepts described in available concepts of the surface

tension analyzer. The pluggable metamodel mechanism
uses this aspect model to collect attribute information that
is necessary to construct a model for the surface tension
analyzer. KIEF selects a solid modeler to obtain shape

Fig. 7. Design Process in KIEF.
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Fig. 8. Result of the FBS modeller.

information. Fig. 10 shows the result of surface tension
analysis. Based on this analysis, the designer modifies the
‘Radius’ of the ‘Nozzle’. Since ‘Radius’ is originally
derived from the ‘Solid’ information in the solid modeler,

the pluggable metamodel mechanism finds out that it is
necessary to modify ‘Solid’ information of ‘Nozzle’ for
consistency maintenance. Based on this information,
‘Solid’ information is modified in the solid modeler

Fig. 9. An aspect model for surface tension analysis.
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Fig. 10. Results of the surface tension analyzer.

(Fig. 11). This example shows that concept dependency
network represented in a metamodel is useful to maintain
consistency related to the design object.
We can add a new design modeling system to KIEF and
integrate it with other design modeling systems by increasing
knowledge about modeling systems. For example, knowledge
about the catalog retrieval system (Fig. 12) is described as a
reasoning system that can compute detailed attribute information (shape, material, and so on) from an entity concept.

The pluggable metamodel mechanism can easily attach
this system to KIEF and supports the designer to use it
appropriately in an integrated manner.
4.3. Discussion
Through this example, we demonstrated the advantages
of having ontological knowledge structure, which are listed
below.

Fig. 11. Modification of “solid” information based on surface tension analysis.
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Fig. 12. Results of the catalog retrieval system.

(1) Multiple ontology: Based on the layered engineering
knowledge structure, we can flexibly and appropriately define different types of knowledge in an
integrated manner. For example, physical feature
knowledge represents general causality knowledge,
and design modeling systems embeds domain specific
knowledge.
(2) Multiple model management: Through the pluggable
metamodel mechanism based on multiple ontology, we
can integrate different design object models only by
defining relationships between the basic ontology and
each modeling system. Therefore, we do not need to
describe one to one correspondence between these
modeling systems.
(3) Conceptual knowledge level integration: KIEF uses a
metamodel that represents the relationships among
concepts used in different design modeling systems, to
integrate these design modeling systems at conceptual
knowledge level. The conceptual knowledge level
integration facilitates, for example, flexible use of
design modeling systems connected to the pluggable
metamodel mechanism through qualitative physics
based reasoning about physical features physical
phenomena. This facilitates flexible data level

integration. KIEF can also maintain the consistency
among various design object models.
Construction of the concept base is not an easy task,
though. The quality of knowledge in KIEF depends on how
much we spend to collect it. Without preparation of good
quality knowledge for a particular design problem, the user
of KIEF may face the following problems.
(1) KIEF fails to find out unintended physical phenomena
when there is no physical feature to check them.
(2) Since KIEF only uses qualitative information (topological structure) to check occurrence of physical
phenomena, it may generate many minor or even
unfeasible phenomena that can be neglected according
to task specific knowledge. For example, physical
phenomenon ‘HeatGeneration’ occurs on all ‘ElectorElectoricalWire’ with physical phenomenon ‘ElectriElectricalFlow,’
and
physical
phenomenon
‘HeatTransfer’ also occur with other entities that
connect with ‘ElectoricalWire’. In such cases, it
becomes difficult to filter out unintended physical
phenomena that seriously affect the desired behavior.
This could be solved by introducing other types of
knowledge. For example, we need knowledge about
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task domains; e.g. a list of attributes that are required to
be focused on.
(3) KIEF does not support mapping between different
design modeling systems automatically (yet), but this
can be solved by implementing knowledge and interfaces for the design modeling systems.

5. Related works
Several attempts have been previously made to represent
a physical system with a single ontology. Chandrasekaran et
al., [24] proposed a device-oriented ontology to represent
the function and behavior of a device. Sasajima et al. [25]
proposed Function and Behavior Representation Language
(FBRL), which is another device ontology for plant
diagnosis. These ontologies are good for representing
knowledge in particular domains, but they are not enough
to represent all types of engineering knowledge.
PACT [26] and Collaborative Device Modeling Environment (CDME) [27] proposed another framework for
integrating existing external modeling systems by using
Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) [28], Ontolingua [29]
and Compositional Modeling Language (CML) [30]. They
aim to integrate models through translating their knowledge
into single format.
Our ontology, in contrast, employs multiple ontology
approaches for representing different domain theories
represented in different design modeling systems. Since
each domain theory is represented in a suitable ontology,
KIEF has better expressiveness of knowledge. However, for
instance, computational results from each design modeling
system can only be compared and integrated within a
common ontology that is similar to the one used in a single
ontology approach. A single ontology just to represent
design objects with a unified vocabulary is insufficient,
though, because this common ontology additionally needs
to allow us to reason out and maintain the relationship
among different domain theories, including such operations
as reasoning out unintended physical phenomena, consistency management, and selection of appropriate design
modeling systems. These reasoning capabilities are necessary to combine different domain theories flexibly.
Also, PHYSSYS ontology [31] is a formal ontology
based upon system dynamics theory and it also aims to
construct engineering ontology for integrating reusable
engineering model components. They propose to relate
different domain theories using an ‘ontology projection’.
The ‘ontology projection’ approach is similar to ours that
collects a model library based on the physical concept
ontology. It works well for a well-structured domain area.
However, as we discussed in Section 3.4, it is very difficult
to represent all engineering knowledge to concepts in such a
formal ontology based on system dynamics theory. In
addition, they only discuss translation of a general ontology
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model to a detailed ontology model and they do not discuss
consistency management among models from different
domains.
There are several research efforts to implement an
integrated design environment. An example of single
ontology based systems can be found in [32], which is
based on Bond-graph and later resulted in an integrated
systems development environment called 20-sim5. The
system is well functioning, as long as Bond-graph is a good
fundamental theory for the design domain. Designer’s
workbench [33] and DIICAD-Entwurf [34] are another
examples of this type of researches. They try to integrate
design models from functional model to its structure. These
systems can describe relationship between functional
description and geometrical elements, but they do not
have explicit physical concept ontology or offer knowledge
level integration.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a physical concept ontology to
integrate various types of engineering knowledge. First, our
approach allows multiple ontology with layered ontology
structure. At the core of these multiple ontology, there is a
common ontology based on physical concepts that facilitates conceptual knowledge level integration and provides
vocabulary of engineering knowledge. The knowledge
covered are knowledge on design objects themselves,
physical phenomena and physical laws, concepts that can
be dealt with by various design modeling systems, and
knowledge about how to use these systems.
With this ontological representation, we can represent
and define a design object as a metamodel. Combined with
knowledge about design modeling systems, we can generate
an aspect model at physical concept level from the
metamodel and further convert it into a model for an
individual design modeling system through the pluggable
metamodel mechanism. Data is transferred from one design
modeling system to another via conceptual knowledge level
conversion. This means that the pluggable metamodel
mechanism achieves multiple model management and
conceptual knowledge level integration as well as data
level integration. We can represent knowledge seamlessly
from abstract and common level to domainand modeling
system-specific level. Ontology facilitates clearer representations and modeling of knowledge.
However, the cost of collecting knowledge could still be
too expensive in comparison with benefits obtained from
such sophisticated integration. Therefore on one hand, it is
important to generate the maximum added value from
accumulated knowledge. In our approach, knowledge is
used not only for representation but also for reasoning at
5

http://www.20-sim.com
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conceptual level. On the other hand, knowledge accumulation efforts should be made easier with computational
supports. We have already proposed the concept of
knowledge acquisition by design [7] and developed a
system for automatic design documentation and knowledge
acquisition [35].
This paper also illustrated Knowledge Intensive Engineering Framework (KIEF) that uses the proposed physical
concept ontology and embeds the concept base and the
pluggable metamodel mechanisms with a number of design
modeling systems. We also demonstrated the power of our
approach by illustrating an example design on KIEF.
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Appendix A. Definitions of concepts in the concept base
Reserved words and letters are shown by double
quotations. Examples of these concepts are illustrated in
Section 3.2.
Entity
Name: !entityNamePredicateO(?e)
!entityNamePredicateOTZa symbol which is
unique in the category
Supers: !superEntityPredicateO(?e) !superEntityO(?e).
!superEntityOTZa symbol define in the other
frame of Entity
Relation
Name: !relationNamePredicateO(?r)
!relationNamePredicateOTZa symbol which is
unique in the category
Supers: !superRelationPredicateO(?r)
!superRelationPredicateO(?r).
!superRelationPredicateOTZa symbol define in
the other frame of Relation
HasRelations: !relationO, !relationO.
!relationOTZHasRelation(?r, !localEntityNameO!localEntityNameO.)

Attribute
Name: !attributeNamePredicateO(?a)
!attributeNamePredicateOTZa symbol which is
unique in the category
Supers: !superAttributePredicateO(?a),
!superAttributePredicateO(?a).
!superAttributePredicateOTZa symbol define in
the other frame of Attribute.
Statements: DifferentialOf (?a, #!attributeNameDifferentialOfPredicateO,
attributeNameDifferentialByPredicate).,
DimensionOf(?a, #(#L #M #T #I #Temp),
#(!integerO!integerO!integerO!integerO!integerO))
Physical phenomenon
Name: !phenomenonNamePredicateO(?p)
!phenomenonNamePredicateO:Za symbol which
is unique in the category
Supers: !superPhenomenonPredicateO(?p),
!superPhenomenonPredicateO(?r).
!superPhenomenonPredicateOTZa symbol
define in the other frame of PhysicalPhenomenon.
Attributes: !attributePredicateO(!attributeTerm1O), !attributePredicateO(!attributeTerm2O).
!attributePredicateOTZa symbol define in the
frame of Attribute. !attributeTermiOTZa symbol
which is unique in this frame.
Entities: !entityPredicateO(!entityTerm1O),
!entityPredicateO(!entityTerm2O).
!entityPredicateOTZa symbol define in the frame
of Entity. !entityTermiOTZa symbol which is
unique in this frame.
PhysicalLaws: !physicalRulePredicateiO
(!attributeTermiO.) !physicalRulePredicateO
(!attributeTermjO.).
!physicalRulePredicateOTZa symbol define in the
frame of PhysicalLaw.
Statements: OccurTo (?p, !entityTerm 1O).,
HasAttribute(!attributeTermiO, !entityTermjO
).
!attributeTermi,jOTZa symbol for attribute define
in this frame.
Physical law
Name: !lawNameO
!lawNameOTZa symbol which is unique in the
knowledge base (usually the first letter is in capitals)
Comments: comment about the knowledge.
Attributes: !attributeSetO !attributeSetO
.
!attributeSetOTZ!localAttributeNameO
!arrowO!AttributeNameO
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!arrowOTZ“-”
!localAttributeNameOTZa symbol for an instance
of an attribute used locally in this frame.
Expression: Mathematical expression of the phenomenon.!localAttributeNameO is used for describe
expression.
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